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Abstract— Advanced threat actors operating on cyberspace rely on external infrastructure for their operations. This external

infrastructure encompasses various elements available on the internet, located outside the target’s premises. Analyzing this

infrastructure and the techniques utilized to maximize its operational efficiency is crucial in understanding threat actors and

their activities. However, much of the existing scientific and technical literature predominantly focuses on internal infrastructure

components, such as malware implants, and the tactics used by threat actors within their victim’s infrastructure. This work aims

to provide a comprehensive analysis of external infrastructure and its provisioning techniques. Although our research primarily

delves into Russian APT groups and their activities, our findings are applicable to all advanced threat groups and operations. The

outcomes of our study can significantly aid analysts in characterizing these groups and their activities, particularly in attribution

endeavors. Our proposal presents a logical structure that is easily scalable and adaptable, and it can be used to improve widely

accepted industry standards such as MITRE ATT&CK.
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1. Introduction

An Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) is defined
[1] [2] as an adversary that possesses sophisticated
levels of expertise and significant resources which
allow it to create opportunities to achieve its objec-
tives by using multiple attack vectors (e.g., cyber,
physical or deception). These objectives typically
include establishing and extending footholds within
the information technology infrastructure of the

targeted organizations for purposes of exfiltrating
information, undermining or impeding critical as-
pects of a mission, program, or organization; or
positioning itself to carry out these objectives in the
future. The advanced persistent threat: (i) pursues
its objectives repeatedly over an extended period
of time; (ii) adapts to defenders’ efforts to resist
it; and (iii) is determined to maintain the level of
interaction needed to execute its objectives.
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Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) operations ne-
cessitate the oversight of publicly accessible Internet
infrastructure. This infrastructure, which is under
the complete or partial control of the threat actor, ex-
ists outside the target’s scope. It not only facilitates
the initial compromise by an APT, but also enables
the ongoing exchange of information and commands
between the APT and its target throughout the entire
life cycle of an operation.

Examining this infrastructure and unraveling the
tactics and techniques employed by a threat actor
to oversee it presents certain challenges. Evidently,
threat actors do not disclose information about their
activities, so the information we possess about them
is often deduced or gleaned from publicly available
reports. Furthermore, these reports primarily center
on the malware distributed to the victim rather
than concentrating on the external infrastructure of
specific campaigns. Nonetheless, analyzing external
infrastructure along with its associated tactics and
techniques becomes imperative when facing sophis-
ticated threat actors. Understanding how a threat ac-
tor readies itself for a campaign not only facilitates
its prevention but also enhances the potential for
early detection.

1.1. Motivation and Contribution

This paper examines the management of infras-
tructure for APT operations, with a specific focus on
its provisioning Although it is focused on Russian
threat groups, most of our findings and proposals
can be applied to the modus operandi of APTs
from other countries. We explore the techniques
employed by active Russian APTs in setting up their
infrastructure. Furthermore, a taxonomy of provisio-
ning techniques is provided, and the essential ele-
ments that must be provisioned are identified. The
main contributions of this paper are the following
ones:

• To provide a unified view of the management
of external infrastructure in Russian APT cam-
paigns, that can be applied to APT campaigns
from other countries.

• To dissect the tactics related to the management
of this external infrastructure.

• To identify and dissect the provisioning tech-
niques for external infrastructure.

• To ease the modeling, and thus the detection and
neutralization, of advanced threat actors. Partic-
ularly, our findings can improve the attribution
of operations.

1.2. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
background, Section 2, provides a description of
Russian intelligence on cyberspace, including the
most relevant APT groups, as well as a descrip-
tion of MITRE ATT&CK, as the main framework
for the identification of threat actors’ tactics and
techniques. In Section 3 the description and goals
of external infrastructure is presented, in order to
better understand why this infrastructure is needed
and must be prepared before an operation starts.
Section 4 analyzes the different approaches to the
identification of infrastructure provisioning, with a
general view but also focusing on Russian groups.
Section 5 proposes a classification for the pro-
visioning tactic, as well as the identification of
infrastructure elements that APT groups require to
perform an operation. An alignment of our proposal
with MITRE ATT&CK, as the main industry ref-
erence, is also provided, in order to improve the
practical results of our work. In Section 6 the results
of our work are discussed, comparing them with
previous approaches and identifying improvements
where applicable, as well as future research lines.
Finally, Section 7 summarizes the outcome of the
overall work.
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2. Background

2.1. Russian intelligence on cyberspace

The Russian Federation intelligence community is
a complex ecosystem [3] [4]. Different government
agencies with formal assignments are defined by
the Russian law. In addition, other actors, such as
criminal gangs or patriotic hackers, probably have
close ties with the government intelligence services
[5] [6] [7]. All of these actors possess the capability
to conduct hostile operations within cyberspace.

The Russian Federation boasts a diverse array of
actors dedicated to state security, encompassing var-
ious intelligence services that possess the capabili-
ties to operate within cyberspace. Almost certainly
all of these actors have both cyberspace exploitation
and cyberspace attack capabilities. However, three
main services are linked to known APT groups [8]
[9]: FSB, SVR and GRU. For years, they have been
targeting multiple victims from different countries
and sectors, including governments and strategic
companies. Other Russian intelligence services have
also developed cyberspace capabilities, such as the
Federal Protective Service (Federalnaya Sluzhba
Okhrany, FSO). However, no relevant threat actor
linked to these services has been identified, so in
this section we will not delve into them.

The Federal Security Service of the Russian
Federation (Federal’naya Sluzhba Bezopasnosti
Rossiyskoy Federatsii, FSB) is the biggest Russian
intelligence service. In the realm of the cyber do-
main, the FSB wields an extensive array of technical
and regulatory powers, both within Russia and on
an international scale. The FSB has different units
engaged in Electronic Intelligence, Signals Intelli-
gence, Cyberspace Defense and offensive capabili-
ties on cyberspace, such as cyber espionage [3] [10].

Foreign Intelligence Service (Sluzhba Vnéshney

Razvedki, SVR) is Russia’s external intelligence
service. Although it is mainly a Human Intelligence
agency, SVR has also developed cyberspace capa-
bilities not only from a technical point of view [11]
[12], but also from the Psychological Operations
perspective [13]. It is highly likely that, similar to
the FSB, certain APT groups are associated with the
SVR, as will be detailed in the following section.

The Main Directorate of the General Staff of the
Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (Glavnoje
upravlenije General’nogo shtaba Vooruzhonnykh sil
Rossiyskoy Federatsii, GU) is commonly known
as the Main Intelligence Directorate (Glavnoye
razvedyvatel’noye upravleniye, GRU). It is a mil-
itary intelligence service, reporting to the Chief of
the General Staff and to the Minister of Defense
(both FSB and GRU report to the President of the
Russian Federation). GRU has not only Cyberspace
Exploitation capabilities, but also Cyberspace At-
tack ones: this military service performs destructive
campaigns to neutralize selected targets.

In addition to these services, Russia’s official
intelligence ecosystem on cyberspace comprises ca-
pabilities in military units, research institutes or
state enterprises. Almost certainly, many of these
elements are able to perform or support both of-
fensive and defensive Cyberspace Operations. More
information about this ecosystem can be found on
[4] [3] [14] or [15].

2.2. Russian APT groups

Different APT groups, almost certainly sponsored
by the Russian Government, have been identified by
security researchers and Western governments for
years. It is important to highlight here the “almost
certainly”, as attribution is a difficult process in
which we must work with probabilities [16]. In this
sense, Thai CERT, the national CSIRT for Thailand,
publishes [17] an online resource which creates full
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profiles of all threat groups worldwide. By selecting
the Russian strategically motivated threat groups
that are identified as active (this is, whose activity
has been seen in 2020 or later), the groups shown
in Table 1 are found. A brief description of the
main Russian threat groups is presented next. It is
important to highlight that one single threat group
has multiple names, depending on the company or
organization that analyzes it [18].

Being active since 2008 [19], APT29 is a cy-
ber espionage group probably linked to SVR [20].
Through a wide arsenal of malware, this threat actor
targets Western governments and related organiza-
tions (political think tanks, governmental subcon-
tractors, etc.).

Energetic Bear, also known as Dragonfly, is a Rus-
sian state–sponsored actor that has been conducting
espionage campaigns targeting the energy sector
since 2010 [21]. Probably linked to FSB, Energetic
Bear conducts global intelligence operations and
performs cyberspace attack campaigns [22] [23].

Gamaredon, almost certainly linked to FSB, has
been one of the most active Russian groups tar-
geting Ukraine during the 2022 conflict [24]. It is
exclusively active against targets in Ukraine, espe-
cially military and government organizations [16].
However, its activity is prior to the Russian 2022
invasion [9] [25]: its first operation was discovered
in 2013 [26]. Gamaredon’s tactics and techniques
are not sophisticated and its operational security is
poor [16] compared to other Russian actors, such as
APT28 or APT29.

InvisiMole in an actor probably linked to FSB’s
Gamaredon [27]. It is engaged in cyber espionage
activities against the military and diplomatic, partic-
ularly targeting Ukraine and other Eastern Europe
victims [28].

Also linked to FSB, TURLA is the oldest active
Russian group to date, as it has been active since
1996 [29]. TURLA performs highly targeted oper-
ations [30] against a wide range of industries and
governments. This threat actor has high technical
skills. It has developed a complex ecosystem of
tools and artifacts, and it is able to control its
zombies even through satellite communications [31]
[32] [33].

GRU Unit 74455 is also known as Sandworm,
an APT group that has been considered “the Krem-
lin’s most dangerous hackers” [34]. Sandworm per-
forms not only cyberspace exploitation, but also
cyberspace attack campaigns targeting critical in-
frastructures [35] [36] [37].

In addition to APT29, APT28 stands out as one
of the most renowned Russian APT groups. Linked
to GRU Unit 26165, security providers have ex-
tensively analyzed APT28 since 2014 [38] [39]
[40] [41]. Focused on cyber espionage campaigns,
APT28 (again, together with APT29) was respon-
sible for the US Democratic National Committee
hacking in 2016 [42] [43].

TEMP.Veles, also known as Xenotime, is a threat
group linked to the Central Scientific Research
Institute of Chemistry and Mechanics, a Russian
government–owned technical research institution
[44]. This group has been attributed TRITON, the
first Industrial Control System cyber attack, in 2017,
on safety instrument systems [45] [46]. TEMP.Veles
is an example of the Russian cyber intelligence
complex ecosystem: a scientific research institute,
not an intelligence or military service, performing
advanced offensive cyberspace operations from Rus-
sia.

Although Cloud Atlas, named after the use of
cloud services for data exfiltration [16], is consid-
ered a new iteration of Red October, they are not
entirely the same [47]. Its main cyber espionage
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Table 1.
Russian strategically–motivated threat groups.

Group Motivation First seen Last seen Affiliation
APT29 Information theft and espionage 2008 2022 SVR

Energetic Bear Sabotage and destruction 2010 2020 FSB VCh 71330 (Center 16)
Gamaredon Information theft and espionage 2013 2023 FSB
InvisiMole Information theft and espionage 2013 2022 FSB

Turla Information theft and espionage 1996 2022 FSB
Sandworm Sabotage and destruction 2009 2023 GRU VCh 74455

APT28 Information theft and espionage 2004 2022 GRU VCh 26165
TEMP.Veles Sabotage and destruction 2014 2022 MOD Central Scientific Institute of Chem-

istry and Mechanics
Cloud Atlas Information theft and espionage 2012 2022 N/A
Saint Bear Information theft and espionage 2021 2022 N/A

victims are high profile targets located in Russia and
other ex Soviet Republics [47]. Since the escalation
of the conflict between Russia and Ukraine in 2021,
and especially after the outbreak of war in February
2022, Cloud Atlas has been mainly focused on
Russia, Belarus and conflicted areas of Ukraine and
Moldova [48].

Finally, Saint Bear is a cyber espionage group
mainly focused on government and military orga-
nizations from Ukraine and Georgia. Its intrusions
are conducted to support Information Operations to
create public mistrust and to degrade government
ability to counter Russian cyber operations [49]
[50]. Some of its tactics and techniques are similar
to APT28. This fact, together with the analysis of
Saint Bear’s goals, leads to consider this group
somewhat related to GRU [49] [27], although af-
filiation has not been stated with high confidence.

2.3. MITRE ATT&CK

MITRE ATT&CK (Adversarial Tactics, Tech-
niques, and Common Knowledge) is a globally
accessible knowledge base of adversary tactics and

techniques based on real-world observations. This
knowledge, contributed by analysts all around the
world, can be used as the base for the develop-
ment of specific threat models and methodologies.
Started in 2013 and published in 2015, ATT&CK
develops a process for modeling an adversary’s post-
compromise behavior at a fine level. A description
of the framework and the work performed can be
found at [51].

Tactics specify what a threat actor is doing, at
the highest level of description, to accomplish a
certain mission. Techniques specify how tactics are
implemented, and procedures describe a particular
implementation of a technique. These tactics, tech-
niques, and procedures represent the behavior of
a threat actor from the highest level description
(tactic) to the lowest level one (procedure). MITRE
ATT&CK framework is today’s de facto standard to
structure tactics and techniques of advanced threat
actors. As of March 2023, MITRE ATT&CK had
defined 14 enterprise tactics –those related to the
activities of an attacker onto its victim– and 193
enterprise techniques associated with those tactics.
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Beside tactics and techniques, ATT&CK identifies
software (a generic term for tools, artifacts, mal-
ware, etc.) that can be used to implement one or
more of the techniques, and which is out of the
scope of this work.

In the ATT&CK Matrix for Enterprise, the frame-
work represents tactics as the adversary’s tactical
goals for acting [52]. Although ATT&CK does not
provide a kill-chain approach to specify the arrange-
ment of tactics, most of them are presented in the
logical order that a threat actor follows in hostile
operations. All of them can be achieved through
different techniques, and a single technique that can
be associated with one or more tactics. There is no
formal structure in MITRE ATT&CK for techniques
in each tactic, all of them being represented in a
plain view. For example, for the Command and
Control tactic, representing the goal of enabling the
remote control of the compromised infrastructure,
the framework identifies techniques such as Data
Encoding, Data Obfuscation, Protocol Tunneling, or
Remote Access Software. The structure of tactics
and techniques in MITRE ATT&CK allows analysts
to organize which adversarial actions belong to spe-
cific techniques and tactics, thus helping defensive
teams to understand what a threat actor may be
trying to achieve, how this actor is trying to achieve
it and how to better defend against the threat [53].

MITRE ATT&CK also links APT groups to tac-
tics, techniques and software. With 135 identified
groups at the time of this writing, all of them are
named, aliased, described, and linked to specific
techniques (including pre–attack and mobile) and
software. In this way, an analyst can establish
relationships between those entities to model an
adversary and its activities against a target and, most
importantly, to establish the defense mechanisms to
prevent, detect, and respond to a threat.

MITRE ATT&CK represents an enormous effort

to provide to the community a unified framework
to identify the activities of advanced threat actors,
from their TTP to the software they use, correlate
information among those entities, and improve, not
only the knowledge about APT, but also the de-
fense mechanisms required for their detection and
response. It constitutes a framework that, as usual,
has to be improved with continuous work and con-
tributions; in this sense, in MITRE ATT&CK a more
defined structure for techniques inside each tactic is
missed. The standard specifies all relevant tactics
but, for each of them, all related techniques have a
plain structure, broken only by the specification of
sub techniques and by implementations of specific
techniques.

3. The issue

The tools and artifacts related to the post compro-
mise of a target by an APT group, widely known as
post exploitation [54] [55], are well–known by secu-
rity researchers, as they have been largely addressed
in scientific literature [56] [57] [18]. However, the
infrastructure and capabilities that are provisioned
and staged by the threat actor before the initial
compromise are a research line that has not been
properly addressed. This situation can be due to the
fact that the processes, and even the infrastructures,
related to the resource provisioning of a threat actor
are external to the targeted infrastructures, so their
acquisition and analysis for forensic purposes are
not as common as the ones of the arsenal deployed
on the target.

To execute a majority of cyberspace operations,
APT groups have to provision, stage, operate and
maintain external infrastructure, often well in ad-
vance of their initial access to the target. Provisio-
ning is related to the acquisition of infrastructure,
while staging is related to the customization of a
provisioned element, tailoring it for a particular
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goal or operation. After staging, the infrastructure
must be maintained as long as it is needed for
the operation’s success, and even destroyed once
it is no longer needed. Provisioning is in most
cases operation–independent, and it can be executed
identically for most operations, while staging is
dependent on a particular operation. Please note
that that while the provisioning processes might
seem identical across different operations, the in-
frastructure elements being provisioned may not
necessarily the same. It is uncommon for APT
groups, especially for Russian ones, to reuse in-
frastructure between operations, as doing so could
potentially introduce Operational Security (OPSEC)
risks. The identification and modeling of external
infrastructure elements, and the associated tactics
and techniques to use them, from their initial provi-
sioning to the final clean up, are relevant to improve
the characterization of advanced threat actors, thus
also improving their detection and accurate neutral-
ization.

This external infrastructure has four main goals:

1 The initial compromise of the target, through a
delivery and exploit infrastructure.

2 The continuous control of the target, through
command and control (C2) infrastructure.

3 The information leakage from the target,
through exfiltration infrastructure.

4 The concealment of threat actor’s real infras-
tructure, so hindering attribution.

Initial access, C2 and exfiltration are tactics that
can be performed through multiple different tech-
niques, and the external infrastructure required in
each case depends on the particular technique used
in each case. For example, Russian APT groups are
able to exploit multiple initial access techniques,
such as supply chain compromise or baiting, where
the required external infrastructure differs from that
used on phishing or watering hole operations. How-

ever, the most common mechanism for initial access
is to send a piece of malicious code to the victim
through a delivery infrastructure, typically in the
form of spear phishing. For exfiltration and C2
purposes, threat actors usually rely on the use of
different external servers to communicate with from
the targeted infrastructure. For this reason, we are
describing these kinds of techniques.

Delivery is usually performed through an e–mail
with a link or an attached stage–1 malware. When
accessing this malicious object, the victim down-
loads and executes malicious code, staged on an
external server. This server hosting the malicious
code is known as exploit server [58]. Please note
that delivery is a tactic that can be performed with-
out particular delivery infrastructure. The required
infrastructure depends on the technique exploited to
achieve delivery.

In the persistence stage of the operation, the
threat actor also requires external infrastructure. As
it has been stated, this infrastructure is used for
two main purposes: data exfiltration and C2. Both
tactics can be performed by equivalent mechanisms
and protocols, such as HTTP(S) or DNS. The
compromised systems of the targeted infrastructure,
known as zombies, connect to exfiltration and C2
servers through common protocols and with stealth
mechanisms, in order to go unnoticed. As with
delivery, depending on the exfiltration and C2 par-
ticular techniques, it is possible to face operations
without particular persistence infrastructure.

Finally, external infrastructure provides Opera-
tional Security (OPSEC) to the threat actor. The
communications between the external infrastructure
and the threat actor’s premises are not direct, nor
are the communications between the threat actor
and its target. These communications are performed
through elements that harden the traceability of the
actor, in order to hinder the acquisition of technical
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intelligence.

In Figure 1 the external architecture of an oper-
ation, including delivery infrastructure, exploit, C2
and exfiltration servers and OPSEC infrastructure,
is shown. Please note that the only mandatory
element is the OPSEC infrastructure. Although from
a technical point of view a threat actor could connect
directly from its premises to its target, this would
be considered a huge OPSEC error. For this reason,
no campaign where an APT group connects to
its victim from its real infrastructures has been
identified to date. The other elements are condi-
tional to the particular operation and its associated
techniques. As it has been previously stated, not all
initial access, C2 or exfiltration techniques require
specific infrastructure. For example, threat actors
could remotely connect to external facing services
of the victim from an OPSEC infrastructure, so in
this case no particular delivery, exploit, exfiltration
or C2 external elements are required. However, most
Russian operations follow the steps detailed in this
section. In this point, it is important to highlight that
the focus of this work are cyberspace exploitation
operations, not cyberspace attack ones. Cyberspace
exploitation is focused on information gathering,
while cyberspace attack is focused on degradation,
destruction and manipulation activities [59] that in
some cases do not require data exfiltration.

To make this external infrastructure operational,
a threat actor can develop multiple techniques. Ele-
ments such as exploit, exfiltration or C2 servers can
be acquired, rented, compromised, etc. The same
way, the required capabilities for these elements to
work, such as connection networks, virtual identi-
ties or digital certificates, can be obtained through
multiple mechanisms.

4. Techniques and limitations

Little research has been conducted to identify and
align the provisioning and staging of external infras-
tructure used in APT campaigns. As we have stated
in this work, the main focus for researchers has been
malware and internal elements of a campaign.

As it has been highlighted before, MITRE
ATT&CK is the main public effort to establish a
classification for tactics and techniques used by
threat actors. As on March, 2023, MITRE ATT&CK
“Resource Development” tactic, last modified on
30th September 2020 and identified as TA0042, con-
sists of techniques that involve adversaries creating,
purchasing, or compromising/stealing resources that
can be used to support targeting. These resources
include infrastructure, accounts, or capabilities, and
they can be leveraged by the threat actor to aid in
other phases of the adversary life cycle. Inside the
“Resource Development” tactic, MITRE ATT&CK
includes a particular technique “Stage Capabilities”,
related to the setting up of capabilities that can be
used during targeting. The summary of techniques
linked to the “Resource Development” tactic is
shown in Table 4.

MITRE ATT&CK includes into the “Resource
Development” different particular techniques related
to obtain or develop capabilities for an operation’s
success, such as malware, tools or exploits. We
argue that these capabilities should be considered
apart from public infrastructure for different rea-
sons. First of all, these capabilities can not be con-
sidered public infrastructure. An exploit, a vulnera-
bility and even malware is not publicly exposed on
the Internet. Of course, they are mandatory elements
in most operations, so they must be acquired in
some way, but their public exposure is minimum.
In addition, external infrastructure is available for
general public: everybody can get a Virtual Private
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Exploit server Exfiltration server C2 server

Internet

Targeted infrastructure

Initial zombie

Malicious
object

Request Malware

Zombie Zombie Zombie Zombie Zombie

Data Data C2
C2 C2

Initial access Persistence

Real source

OPSEC
infrastructure

OPSEC
infrastructure

OPSEC
infrastructure

OPSEC
infrastructure

Delivery infrastructure

Figure 1. Common external architecture.

Server (VPS), a domain or a social network identity.
Exploits or vulnerabilities are not, and they must be
internally developed or acquired in black markets in
most cases. For these reasons, the provisioning of
these capabilities is out of the scope of this work.

In addition, in the case of the “Resource De-
velopment” tactic it has been found that MITRE
ATT&CK mixes different concepts under the um-
brella of techniques and sub techniques. The frame-
work mixes the “what” is to be provisioned (a
domain, an identity, a botnet, etc.) with the “how”
it will be provisioned, this is, the technique (com-
promise, acquisition, etc.). It is important to dif-
ferentiate both elements, as the same technique
can be applied to get different elements for an
operation and the same element can be obtained
through multiple techniques. This mix of concepts
has been found in more MITRE ATT&CK tactics,
for example in “Reconnaissance”.

Finally, it is important for us to differentiate

the provisioning and the staging of resources as
two different tactics, not as a single one. MITRE
ATT&CK includes the staging of capabilities as a
technique inside the “Resource development” tactic.
However, the framework addresses only the staging
of capabilities, not the staging of infrastructure, such
as domain names or virtual servers. We consider that
staging should be addressed for external infrastruc-
ture, not just for capabilities. In addition, although
MITRE ATT&CK does not provide an arrangement
for the tactics considered in the framework, we ad-
vocate provisioning and staging are different tactics.
Not only for clarity purposes, but mainly because as
it has been stated before, provisioning is operation–
independent and staging is fully linked to a par-
ticular operation. For this reason, their associated
techniques are completely different.

In addition to the MITRE ATT&CK framework,
no relevant analysis focusing on the provisioning
and staging of external infrastructure for APT’s
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operations has been found in scientific literature.
In [16] Timo Steffens provides an analysis of the
required infrastructure to orchestrate an operation.
The author states that threat actors can either com-
promise legitimate servers or rent their own, being
the first approach the most convenient for staying
anonymous. Steffens does not provide a compre-
hensive analysis of this infrastructure, focusing on
a general description mainly from an attribution and
OPSEC point of view, which is the core of his
work. As it can be noted, external infrastructure is
included in most references as an accessory element
to analyze or discuss. However, as it will be detailed
in this work, it is a key element to characterize
APT groups and their operations, particularly for
attribution purposes.

4.1. Russian APT groups’ particular tech-
niques

The particular techniques for the provisioning of
external infrastructure for Russian APT’s operations
have been briefly addressed in multiple technical
reports, although none of them is fully focused on
this infrastructure. In this paper, public and private
APT reports from security providers have been in–
depth analyzed in order to identify relevant issues
concerning external infrastructure. Some of the pub-
lic reports have been found in the repositories shown
in Table 2. Although the focus of this work are
Russian APT groups, we consider that our findings
can be applied to groups from all countries.

4.1.1 APT29

Concerning initial access to a target, in [60]
French ANSSI (Agence Nationale de la Sécurité des
Systèmes d’Information) exposes that APT29 per-
forms phishing campaigns through the compromise

of e–mail accounts. This technique is also exposed
in [61]. In addition, this APT group abuses web ser-
vices for mass mailing targets [62]. To compromise
a phishing victim, APT29 registers domains to host
malware [19], in some cases through typo squatting
to masquerade legitimate ones [63] [61]. APT29
also compromises domains for malware hosting and
delivery [63] [61].

Regarding persistence, APT29 employs different
techniques for both exfiltration and C2 purposes,
such as the compromise of web servers [64] [65]
[19] [63] [66], domain registering [64] [67] [68]
[69] and VPS acquisition [70] [66] [71] to stage a
C2 server. In some cases, the registered domains are
dynamic ones, through the abuse of free providers
[72]. They also use legitimate cloud services, such
as Dropbox, OneDrive or Twitter, in their opera-
tions, and even algorithmically generated Twitter
handles [73] [19] [62] [65] [68]. This group has cre-
ated self-signed digital certificates to enable mutual
TLS authentication for the communications between
the C2 servers and the malware [74] [75].

Finally, concerning OPSEC infrastructure, APT29
abuses TOR services in certain operations [63] [19].

4.1.2 Energetic Bear

Regarding initial access, Energetic Bear com-
promises legitimate web sites for watering hole
purposes [76] [77]; those sites are related to the
targeted sector, in order to ease the compromise
of targets [78] [79]. In [80] US Cybersecurity &
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) states that
Energetic Bear registers new domains to target their
victims; this techniques is also discussed in [77],
where the authors state that Energetic Bear uses typo
squatting or punnycode techniques to make their
registered domains look as legit ones. CISA also
exposes that Energetic Bear compromises legitimate
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Table 2.
Public repositories for APT reports.

Repository Address Accessed on

APT Groups and Operations https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1H9 xaxQHpWaa4O Son4Gx0YOIzlcBW
MsdvePFX68EKU/edit

04 January 2023

MITRE ATT&CK https://attack.mitre.org/ 14 January 2023

ETDA Threat Group Cards: A Threat Actor
Encyclopedia

https://apt.etda.or.th/cgi-bin/aptgroups.cgi 14 January 2023

APTMAP https://andreacristaldi.github.io/APTmap/ 06 May 2023

e–mail accounts for spear phishing purposes [79].

In [81] Joe Slowik states that Energetic Bear
compromised legitimate websites to host C2 infras-
tructure and malware modules. This technique has
been also exposed in [82]. Also for C2 purposes,
the author states that Energetic Bear has acquired
Virtual Private Servers (VPS) to be used in their
campaigns; this technique is also exposed in [83]
and [79]. The group also uses VPS for exfiltration
purposes [80]. Energetic Bear also creates identities
and registers domains for C2 purposes [84] [77].
This group also compromises routing infrastructure
for collection or C2 purposes [85] [86].

Regarding OPSEC infrastructure, Energetic Bear
connects to public facing applications through dif-
ferent IP addresses, probably related to VPS infras-
tructure [80].

4.1.3 Gamaredon

Gamaredon primarily makes use of compromised
domains, dynamic DNS providers, Russian and
Ukrainian country code top–level domains and Rus-
sian hosting providers to distribute their malware
[87]. In addition to compromised domains, Gamare-
don also registers new domains for the staging of

payloads [88] [89] [90] [91], and they also rent
VPS for malware distribution [92] [91]. The group
also registers fake e–mail addresses for phishing
purposes [91] [93].

Domain registering for C2 purposes is also a
Gamaredon widely used technique [88] [89] [94]
[93] [95] [96]. In some cases, domain registering
is performed through free dynamic DNS providers
[97] [93]. Gamaredon also compromises domains
for C2 purposes [94]; the group has not only
compromised legitimate domains, but also hijacked
command and control infrastructure from Iranian
APT groups [98]. This group also uses VPS for C2
purposes [93] [95] [96], in some cases from a short
list of Russian hosting providers [99]. Gamaredon
has abused public services for DNS domain resolu-
tion in C2 stage, as well as Telegram accounts [95]
[96].

4.1.4 InvisiMole

In [100] Zuzana Hromcová provides a description
of the malware used by Invisimole, indicating that
C2 is performed through the registering of Dynamic
DNS names. Similar conclusions are shown in [28].

Related to malware distribution, in [93] the use of
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acquired VPS is exposed. It is important to highlight
that, in addition to the APT group, Invisimole is
also the name of the spyware they use to acquire
information from their targets. This malware has
been also used by other Russian APT groups such
as Gamaredon [101], so there is some kind of
connection between them .

4.1.5 TURLA

TURLA resource provisioning is mainly based
on the compromise of external infrastructure for
all purposes. TURLA compromised domains for
watering hole [102] [103] [104] [105], as well as
routers for malware distribution [106]. It also uses
VPS [107] for malware delivery, as well as free
DNS domains [108] [109] hosted on VPS.

In [30] and [110] Matthieu Faou states that this
APT group usually relies on compromised sites as
first stage web servers for C2 purposes, frequently
including WordPress sites [111]. The use of com-
promised sites for C2 purposes is also exposed in
[111] [112] and [113]. This APT group has even
compromised satellite links to C2 their zombies
[32].

For C2 and exfiltration purposes, TURLA has cre-
ated web accounts including Dropbox and GitHub
resources [114]. Together with Gamaredon, this is
one of the few APT groups that has hijacked infras-
tructure from other threat actors: it has been found
that TURLA used Iran APT34’s C2 infrastructure
for its own benefit [115] [116] [117]. This group
also compromises legitimate web servers for C2
purposes [102] [118] [105] [119] [120] [121] [122].
In addition to domain compromise, TURLA also
uses VPS and dynamic DNS registered names for
C2 purposes [123], as well as public resources for
connectivity check [118]. They have also abused
legitimate services, such as Instagram, for C2 [105].

4.1.6 Sandworm

In [124] Scott W. Brady identifies different tech-
niques for the provisioning and staging of infrastruc-
ture in Sandworm’s operations. This group register
domain names and create web resources designed
to mimic legitimate websites, in order to steal cre-
dentials of targeted users. Sandworm also creates
and maintains social media and e–mail accounts
for different purposes during an operation, such
as mimicking legitimate organizations for spear
phishing campaigns or disseminating stolen data.
Scott W. Brady also states that this complex APT
group has leased infrastructure through resellers to
enable its operations, instead of leasing it directly
from hosting companies. Related to this tactic, [124]
states that Sandworm Team conducted technical
research related to vulnerabilities associated with
websites used by their targets.

Regarding initial access, Sandworm has used pub-
lic mail providers, such as Protonmail and mail.com
to register identities [125]. In the same work,
Kaspersky researches state the use of these identities
to register network domains for phishing purposes,
as well as VPS as name servers to orchestrate the
initial access. The registering of domain names for
initial access is also discussed in [126]. Sandworm
also compromises legitimate web servers for mal-
ware delivery [127], through different vulnerabilities
[126] [128] [129].

In [130] UK National Cyber Security Centre
states that Sandworm has established large botnets
targeting domestic network devices, such as routers,
for C2 purposes. The group has also abused public
services such as Google+ to accomplish this tactic
[131].

In [132], ESET researchers exposed that Sand-
worm uses Protonmail accounts for the communi-
cation between the threat actor and its targets in
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destructive operations. The same work shows the
use of public resources, such as Telegram, abused
my malware authors for C2 purposes.

For OPSEC purposes, Sandworm has used public
Virtual Private Network (VPN) services to access
their infrastructure [125]. In addition to these public
VPN services, Sandworm connects to its targets
through the TOR network [128].

4.1.7 APT28

In [133] Shane Huntley presents different provi-
sioning techniques used by APT28. Resource com-
promising is one of the most relevant ones, as this
threat actor compromises e–mail accounts for phish-
ing purposes [134]. Huntley also states that APT28
creates Blogspot resources as an initial landing page
for their campaigns, and they also register domains
imitating organizations that could be interesting for
their victims. This last technique is also discussed in
[39]. In addition, for APT28 resource compromising
is a technique not only related to e–mail accounts.
In [41], researchers from FireEye state that APT28
also compromises legitimate web sites to infect its
victims. In addition, APT28 has used commercial
VPN infrastructure to compromise its targets [135]
[134], as well as dedicated staged infrastructure to
host registered domains for phishing purposes [134].

APT28’s initial access is performed through the
registering of domain names for phishing purposes
[136] [137]. The group has also abused legitimate
web services, such as OneDrive, to accomplish this
tactic [138].

APT28 has used botnets both for OPSEC and
C2 purposes [139], particularly when targeting IoT
devices [140]. Also regarding C2, APT28 has reg-
istered domain names and rented VPS to host these
domains as web infrastructure [141] [137] [142]

[143] [144] [145] [146] [136]. In [147], Kasper-
sky researchers state that C2 domain registering is
performed through providers with privacy settings,
that accept bitcoins and that do not perform security
checks during the registration; the identities used for
this registration are e–mails from public providers,
and SSL certificates to stage C2 web servers are
generated on rented VPS. In addition, APT28 has
used public web services for beaconing [142] or
other C2 purposes [138].

Members of APT28 (GRU VCh 26165), together
with members from GRU Unit 22177, were detected
and neutralized in The Hague in 2018. This is
one of the few close access operations publicly
exposed. When the operation was thwarted, Dutch
authorities confiscated different hacking equipment.
Some of this equipment were purchased in The
Hague [148], and it was especially configured to
hack WiFi networks [149].

4.1.8 TEMP.Veles

Little information can be found on public sources
regarding TEMP.Veles external infrastructure. For
C2 purposes, this group has used Virtual Private
Servers (VPS), and they have registered their own
domains [150]. In addition, for the same purpose,
TEMP.Veles compromises legitimate infrastructure
[151].

4.1.9 Cloud Atlas

In [48], CheckPoint researchers state that Cloud
Atlas mainly establishes accounts in public services,
such as e–mail providers, for initial access, or cloud
providers for C2 purposes. In addition to cloud
providers, the threat actor also acquires domain
names and purchases VPS infrastructure to store
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malware for initial access and to stage C2 capa-
bilities [152] [153] [154] [155] [156], through the
registering of e–mail addresses in public providers.

For C2 purposes, Cloud Atlas registers domain
names and host web servers into VPS in differ-
ent countries [157]. The group also abuses cloud
providers to stage its C2 infrastructure, registering
them through fake e–mail accounts [158]; the range
of these cloud providers has been diversified through
years [159].

Regarding OPSEC, Cloud Atlas’ C2 infrastructure
is based on a chain of servers working as proxies
and hiding the location of the true C2 server [157].
The group also uses chains of infected routers to act
as proxies and mask communications between the
attackers and the cloud service providers they use
[159].

4.1.10 Saint Bear

In [160], Unit42 researchers state that Saint Bear
registers domain names to store malware for initial
access and for C2 purposes. In the same work, it
is stated that the threat actor also steals legitimate
certificates to sign malicious payloads. Saint Bear’s
initial access is also accomplished through the abuse
of legitimate services to store malware [161] [162]
[163] [164] and through the registering of domain
names [161] [165] [163] [166]. The registration
of domain names is not only linked to malware
delivery, but also to phishing campaigns [166]. Saint
Bear’s identities are created through the abuse of
public mail providers.

For C2 purposes, Saint Bear has registered domain
names [163] [167] and purchased VPS infrastruc-
ture [165] [168] to host them. Exfiltration is also
performed through VPS [166].

4.1.11 Summary

To identify this initial set of provisioning tech-
niques, a qualitative approach has been followed.
In first place, information has been gathered from
MITRE ATT&CK. However, as it has been noted,
this framework lacks different approaches to the
provisioning of infrastructure, so the second, and
main, source for data collection has been the exam-
ined reports about Russian APT groups and oper-
ations. In this way, the techniques exposed in this
section have been identified. In Table 5 a summary
of these provisioning techniques for Russian APT
groups is shown, linking each of them with the
particular resource that is provisioned and with the
tactic it is used for. The main references that show
this relationship are also presented.

5. A structure proposal for provisioning
techniques

Once the review of external infrastructure of Rus-
sian APT’s operations has been performed, it is
mandatory to analyze in first place its life cycle.
This life cycle represents the tactics that must be
executed by a threat actor to make the infrastructure
elements available during an operation. From our
previous analysis, the following tactics have been
identified:

• Provisioning. Obtaining the required resources
to perform an operation.

• Staging. Setting up the required resources to
perform an operation.

• Operation and maintenance. Keeping these re-
sources fully operational as they are useful for
the operation purposes.

• Clean up. Removing the infrastructure elements
once they are no longer needed.
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In order to render an infrastructure element avail-
able for a particular operation, it must be initially
provisioned and staged, configured to serve a spe-
cific purpose, such as facilitating delivery or en-
abling exfiltration. As it has been previously stated,
it is important to differentiate between provisioning
and staging. Staging techniques are not independent
from provisioning ones, and they are even linked
to the particular infrastructure element to be de-
ployed. Nevertheless, we argue that these two tactics
should be distinguished, as they can be executed
by different teams and their linked techniques are
also different. In addition, we must highlight that
all infrastructure elements must be provisioned and
staged, but the technical procedures for each of
them are different: for example, the provisioning
and staging of an e–mail account are different from
the provisioning and staging of a VPS.

Once staged, the infrastructure element is ready
to work. From this moment, the threat actor op-
erates and maintains the element as long as it is
useful for the threat actor’s purposes. At this point,
it is important to highlight that advanced threat
actors do actively monitor their infrastructure not
particularly for availability purposes, but mainly to
identify suspicious accesses that can be related to a
compromise discovery and analysis. If this situation
occurs, the infrastructure related to an operation,
both external and internal, is usually removed. This
removal is also performed when the element is not
longer required, in order to hinder the acquisition
of technical intelligence if it is discovered. These
tactics are not particular to the infrastructure of APT
groups and operations: it is possible to find the same
ones when dealing with IT infrastructure for any
legitimate purpose, from setting up a web server to
register a virtual identity. The key difference here is
not only the goal, but mainly the OPSEC consider-
ations that advanced threat actors take into account

to hinder their discovery and attribution. Finally, it
is important to note that the life time of a particular
infrastructure element can not be the same as the
life time of the whole operation: not all provisioned
items are useful during all the operation, so they
can be removed before the operation finishes.

The life cycle of external infrastructure, in the
form of arranged tactics, is shown in Figure 2.

Although all the tactics in this life cycle are im-
portant for a threat actor, the most relevant one from
a modeling point of view is provisioning. Staging
techniques are related to setting up a provisioned
infrastructure element, and apart from OPSEC con-
siderations, they are the same ones that would be
executed to set up legitimate infrastructure. Oper-
ation and maintenance are related to the normal
behavior of the infrastructure, and their associated
techniques are not relevant for the characterization
of the threat actor (once again, apart from OPSEC
considerations). Related to the clean up of the
infrastructure, although it is an important tactic to
perform once an element is no longer useful (for
example, because the operation has been detected),
it is not mandatory for an operation’s success. In
this case, the associated techniques to perform the
infrastructure elements’ clean up are those linked to
Cyberspace Attack techniques, particularly Destruc-
tion.

Provisioning stands as an essential tactic demand-
ing consideration when characterizing an operation.
For this reason, this work primarily delves into
the analysis of provisioning as a key tactic for
cyberspace operations. Through the comprehensive
analysis of technical reports pertaining to APT
operations, two key elements necessitate attention
in this analysis: the inherent components of the
infrastructure and the techniques employed for their
provisioning. Infrastructure elements encompass the
technical assets earmarked for operation employ-
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Figure 2. Infrastructure life cycle.

ment, while provisioning techniques encompass the
procedures undertaken to secure each infrastructure
element. It is important to note that not all tech-
niques are universally applicable across all infras-
tructure elements.

In Table 5 the infrastructure elements and the
techniques used to their provisioning by Russian
APT groups are detailed. A summary for all of them
is shown in Table 3.

It is important to highlight that the infrastructure
items and their associated provisioning techniques
exposed in Table 3 are just the plain listing of the
analyzed ones. To provide an accurate identification,
it is mandatory to structure both elements into a
taxonomy. Infrastructure items are not independent
between them, and some provisioning techniques
are also linked to particular infrastructure elements.
For example, to register a domain name it is manda-
tory to obtain in first place a valid e–mail account,
while to host a domain name it is mandatory to
acquire hosting infrastructure, such as a VPS.

To structure items and techniques, we propose in
first place a hierarchy for infrastructure items. In
our analysis, the following key elements have been
identified:

• Virtual identities, mainly based on e–mail ac-
counts. These virtual identities are used by

Russian threat actors to register into public
services and to use them in an anonymous
way. Related to this category, it is possible to
identify registered accounts on public platforms,
in addition to e–mail accounts, which are the
basis of virtual identities.

• Private infrastructure, controlled by the threat
actor and mainly based on servers that host
domains providing web services. Related to this
category, it is possible to find domains, VPS,
web servers and digital certificates.

• Public infrastructure which is not under the
APT group’s control and that is being abused by
the group, with or without previous registration.
Under this category it is possible to find all
public services exposed to Internet, particularly
web ones, abused by threat actors. Abuse is
mainly for C2 purposes (beaconing, internet
connectivity checks, etc.), and it can be per-
formed with our without registering into the
service.

• Communications infrastructure between the tar-
get and the threat actor. Related to this category
it is possible to identify VPN services, TOR in-
frastructure, botnets, routing infrastructure and
even satellite links.

It must be highlighted that we are not considering
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Table 3.
Infrastructure items and their associated

provisioning techniques.

Item Provisioning techniques

E–mail accounts
Compromise

Registration

Public services
Abuse

Registration

Domains
Registration

Compromise

Web servers
Compromise

Hijacking

VPS
Purchase

Hijacking

Digital certificates
Generation

Stealing
TOR Abuse

Routing infrastructure Compromise
Satellite links Compromise

Identities Registration
Botnets Compromise

VPN Abuse
Physical elements Purchase

physical elements and their purchase, as they are
not pure remote infrastructure resources to execute
the operations, but mandatory elements to physically
support them.

Regarding provisioning methods, seven tech-
niques have been identified in our analysis:

• Compromise of external infrastructure that is
being used for legitimate purposes.

• Hijacking of external infrastructure that is being
used for non–legitimate purposes. Hijacking can
be considered a sub technique for compromise.
It has a key difference that must be highlighted:

the original purpose of a hijacked infrastructure
item is not legitimate.

• Stealing of legitimate infrastructure. Stealing
can be also considered a sub technique for com-
promise. We differentiate it because stealing
involves a copy of the original infrastructure
item to be used apart from the original. In
addition, the stealing technique is linked to par-
ticular infrastructure elements, such as digital
certificates,

• Abuse of public legitimate services to achieve
the threat actor’s goals.

• Registration on public legitimate services to
achieve the threat actor’s goals. Registration can
be considered a sub technique for abuse. We
differentiate these two techniques because the
registration to abuse public services requires
virtual identities.

• Purchase of infrastructure, typically by renting
it through virtual identities and digital curren-
cies, in order to enhance OPSEC.

• Generation of new infrastructure to achieve the
threat actor’s goals. It is important to highlight
the difference between Registration and Gener-
ation. To generate new infrastructure elements,
the threat actor is autonomous, while to regis-
ter new infrastructure elements the threat actor
relies on a service provider, the registrar.

The hierarchy of the identified provisioning tech-
niques is shown in Figure 3. As it can be seen,
Russian APT groups compromise, purchase, abuse
and generate external infrastructure for their oper-
ations. This external infrastructure is divided into
virtual identities, public and private infrastructure,
and communications infrastructure. All of these
items, as well as their associated provisioning tech-
niques, are relevant for the characterization of an
APT group, particularly for attribution purposes.
For example, when facing an incident where a web
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server has been compromised for initial access, the
probability that we are facing a Saint Bear operation
is low. In addition, it is possible to identify what
we define as points of singularity: infrastructure
elements and their associate provisioning techniques
that are linked only to a specific group. For example,
if we are facing an incident where satellite links
have been compromised for persistence purposes,
the probability that we are facing TURLA is very
high, as no other groups are using this kind of
external infrastructure. Certainly, these attribution
assumptions should be complemented by the ex-
amination of additional techniques, alongside an
analysis of non–technical factors, such as goals and
information requirements.

Although the characterization of threat actors and
operations is particularly useful for attribution pur-
poses, it is also a relevant element for the detec-
tion and neutralization of operations. By identifying
the external infrastructure that is provisioned and
exploited by specific APT groups, the likelihood
of detecting a potential compromise through threat
hunting techniques is enhanced.

5.1. Aligning with MITRE ATT&CK

To discuss the completeness and correctness of
our work, we have mapped MITRE ATT&CK “Re-
source Development” techniques to our proposed
approach. Being this framework the main industry
reference for the analysis of threat actors’ tactics
and techniques, it is important to align our proposal
with MITRE ATT&CK in order to make our results
as practical as possible, thus helping to improve the
framework.

MITRE ATT&CK “Resource Development” tech-
niques have been previously shown in table 4. As
it has been stated, the framework mixes different
concepts regarding the “How”, the techniques, and

the “What”, the infrastructure elements to be pro-
visioned or staged. In addition, MITRE ATT&CK
considers staging as a particular technique for the
“Resource Development” tactic, while we argue that
Provisioning and Staging are two different tactics
for an offensive operation.

Related to provisioning techniques, the main ones
that MITRE ATT&CK defines are acquisition, com-
promise, development, establishment and obtain-
ing. These techniques are fully aligned with our
proposal, establishing a direct relationship between
acquisition (purchase), compromise (compromise),
development (generation), establishment (registra-
tion) and obtaining (purchase). As we can see,
the Abuse, Hijacking and Stealing techniques are
not considered in the framework. While hijacking
and stealing are sub techniques for Compromise
and their absence can be due to the granularity
of the framework, the Abuse technique is a lack
of MITRE ATT&CK. This lack can hinder the
attribution of operations performed by APT groups
that are abusing public services for C2 or OPSEC
purposes, such as Sandworm and APT28.

What MITRE ATT&CK identifies as sub tech-
niques are in fact infrastructure elements provi-
sioned in each case through their main technique.
Except for malware, tools, exploits and vulnerabil-
ities, all of these infrastructure items are identified
in our proposal. These elements are out of the
scope of this work. Although they are provisioned
and staged, they can not be considered external
infrastructure, but capabilities to achieve the threat
actor’s goals that can be used against external and
internal infrastructure.

As we can verify, all techniques and subtech-
niques identified by MITRE ATT&CK for the “Re-
source development” tactic can be mapped to our
proposal. Our analysis provides not only this full
coverage, but also the ability to identify relevant
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Figure 3. Provisioning techniques hierarchy.

techniques that are not considered by the framework
and that can be very relevant for the characterization
of APT groups and for the attribution of their
operations.

6. Discussion

We have identified the absence of a suitable
analysis of external infrastructure used by advanced
threat actors in their operations. As we have stated,
in front of internal capabilities (particularly, mal-
ware implants), external infrastructure is usually
not properly addressed in scientific and technical
literature. In fact, the main industry framework for
the identification of advanced threat actors’ tactics
and techniques, MITRE ATT&CK, does not provide
a suitable structure for provisioning techniques and
infrastructure elements. This situation draws our at-
tention, as the techniques related to the provisioning
and even to the staging of external infrastructure are
a key element not only for the attribution of APT op-
erations, but also for its detection and neutralization.
To fill this gap, in this paper, the provisioning of ex-
ternal infrastructure linked to Russian APT groups
and operations has been analyzed and discussed.

From the comprehensive analysis of Russian APT

groups and operations, their main external infras-
tructure elements have been identified, together with
their provisioning techniques. In this work, four
families of infrastructure have been defined: vir-
tual identities created by the APT group, private
infrastructure controlled by the APT group, public
infrastructure abused but not controlled by the APT
group and communications infrastructure abused or
controlled by the threat actor, mainly for OPSEC
purposes. To use this infrastructure in particular
operations, it must be provisioned through different
techniques. These techniques are based on the com-
promise of existing infrastructure to be controlled by
the threat actor, the abuse of legitimate infrastruc-
ture which provide services to the threat actor, the
purchase of ad hoc infrastructure for an operation
and the generation of new virtual infrastructure to
achieve the threat actor’s goals.

The analysis of Russian APT provisioning tech-
niques can be extrapolated to groups from other
countries. In fact, from our own experience, re-
source provisioning techniques are common to all
APT groups. However, each one of them executes
different techniques for their operations, and these
techniques are relevant for the characterization of
a group and its operation, particularly for attribu-
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tion. For example, different Chinese groups such
as APT1 or Ke3Chan use Domain Generation Al-
gorithms to generate domains for their operations
[169], while this particular technique is not widely
used among Russian groups.

To discuss the completeness and correctness of
our work, we have mapped MITRE ATT&CK “Re-
source Development” techniques to our proposed
approach. This framework is the main public effort
to establish a classification for tactics and tech-
niques used by threat actors. As on June, 2023,
MITRE ATT&CK “Resource Development” tactic,
identified as TA0042, consists of techniques that
involve adversaries creating, purchasing, or compro-
mising/stealing resources that can be used to support
targeting. MITRE ATT&CK provides no structure
for techniques inside this tactic; the framework
places all of the associated techniques at the same
level, providing only specific sub techniques.

Our approach significantly improves the analysis
of APT operations and the characterization of ad-
vanced threat actors. External infrastructure is not
only a key element for attribution, but also for
the detection of compromises: many indicators of
compromise are related to domains, IP addresses
and even virtual identities, so the knowledge and
analysis of these elements are imperative for an
accurate detection.

Being MITRE ATT&CK the main framework for
threat actor’s tactics and techniques, as we have
stated it draws our attention that the addressing of
external infrastructure provisioning techniques can
be highly improved. This fact, together with the few
public available reports focused on external infras-
tructure, highlights the need of accurate analysis of
infrastructure elements and their linked techniques;
in this work we have delved into provisioning, but
particularly relevant techniques, such as staging and
clean up, should be addressed in future work. This

complete analysis would provide a global picture of
the use and abuse of external infrastructure by APT
groups, so it would improve the characterization of
advanced threat actors and their operations, as well
as their detection.

Finally, in this section, we identify different rel-
evant research lines to improve our work. The
first one, as stated before, is the comprehensive
analysis of other techniques linked to the external
infrastructure, particularly staging and clean up. The
abuse of cloud infrastructure is also an especially in-
teresting research line, as the use of cloud elements
(services, platforms and infrastructure) among all
kind of organizations increases day by day. APT
groups are aware of this situation and they also
adapt their operations to use, and abuse, these cloud
elements, particularly when targeting organizations
that rely on cloud infrastructures [170]. Finally,
it draws our attention that little research related
to OPSEC infrastructure has been found. Being
OPSEC a key requirement for APT’s operations,
such analysis must be also considered a particularly
relevant research line. In fact, as we have stated,
OPSEC is the only infrastructure that can be found
in all operations, while delivery and persistence
infrastructure are common but not mandatory.

7. Conclusions

The provisioning of infrastructure by Advanced
Persistent Threats in their operations has not been
adequately addressed in scientific literature. Our
work fills this gap, identifying the key external
infrastructure elements for APT operations and dis-
cussing the mandatory relevant tactics to make
this infrastructure operational. Furthermore, we have
delved into the techniques associated with one of
these tactics, provisioning, since it stands as the
first essential step when engaging with external
infrastructure.
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We have identified the main active Russian APT
groups. Although attribution is a complex task in
which it is mandatory to work with probabilities,
most of these groups have ties with Russian Govern-
ment. Their targets include all kind of organizations,
from governments to private companies, where in-
formation is a valuable asset. Of course, this is
an ongoing work, as new groups can emerge and
existing groups can disappear, or just be identified
by other name.

Once the main Russian APT groups have been
exposed, the external infrastructure used by these
groups in their operations has been in–depth ana-
lyzed. In this paper, four families of infrastructure
items have been identified: virtual identities, private
infrastructure, public infrastructure and communi-
cations infrastructure. Related to these items, we
have identified the tactics and techniques that these
groups are using in their operations. Although our
work has been focused on Russian APT groups, the
outcomes presented can be extended to the analysis
of groups originating from other countries, such as
China or Iran.

Four tactics for the management of external in-
frastructure have been identified: provisioning, stag-
ing, operation and maintenance and clean up. These
tactics are used to make external infrastructure
operational during an operation. Focusing on pro-
visioning, their main associated techniques have
been identified, as well as particular sub techniques:
compromise, abuse, purchase and generation.

Our work improves the global knowledge of
APT groups and operations. This knowledge can
be directly applied to the modeling of groups and
activities, particularly to the attribution process:
the identification of a threat actor performing a
particular operation. Through this modeling, our
work enhances the detection and neutralization ca-
pabilities for all kind of organizations. In addition,

the alignment of our work with MITRE ATT&CK,
the main framework for the dissection of advanced
threat actor’s tactics and techniques, makes our
findings ready to be directly used in industry threat
modeling approaches.
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Appendix A

Table 4.
MITRE ATT&CK “Resource Development” techniques.

Technique ID Name Sub–techniques

T1583 Acquire Infrastructure

Domains
DNS Server
Virtual Private Server
Server
Botnet
Web services
Serverless

T1586 Compromise Accounts
Social Media Accounts
Email Accounts
Cloud Accounts

T1584 Compromise Infrastructure

Domains
DNS Server
Virtual Private Server
Server
Botnet
Web services
Serverless

T1587 Develop Capabilities

Malware
Code Certificates
Digital Certificates
Exploits

T1585 Establish Accounts
Social Media Accounts
Email Accounts
Cloud Accounts

T1588 Obtain Capabilities

Malware
Tool
Code Signing Certificates
Digital Certificates
Exploits
Vulnerabilities

T1608 Stage Capabilities

Upload Malware
Upload Tool
Install Digital Certificate
Drive–by Target
Link Target
SEO Poisoning
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Appendix B

Table 5.
Summary of external infrastructure provisioning techniques.

Group Tactic Resource Technique References

APT29
Initial access

E–mail Compromise [60] [61]
Public services Abuse [62]

Domain Registration [19] [63] [61]
Domain Compromise [63] [61]

Persistence

Domain Registration [64] [67] [68] [69]
Web server Compromise [64] [65] [19] [63] [66]

VPS Purchase [70] [66] [71] [72]
Public services Abuse [73] [19] [62] [65] [68]

Digital certificates Generation [74] [75]
OPSEC TOR Abuse [63] [19]

Energetic Bear Initial access
Domain Registration [80] [77]

Web server Compromise [76] [77] [78] [79]
E–mail Compromise [79]

Persistence

Domain Registration [84] [77]
Web server Compromise [81] [82]

VPS Purchase [81] [83] [79] [80]
Routing infrastructure Compromise [85] [86]

OPSEC VPS Purchase [80]

Gamaredon
Initial access

Domain Compromise [87]
Domain Registration [87] [88] [89] [90] [91]

VPS Purchase [87] [92] [91]
E–mail Registration [91] [93]

Persistence

Domain Registration [88] [89] [94] [93] [95]
[96] [97] [93]

Web server Compromise [94]
Web server Hijacking [98]

VPS Purchase [93] [95] [96] [99]
Public services Abuse [95] [96]

OPSEC N/A N/A N/A

Invisimole
Initial access VPS Purchase [93]
Persistence Domain Registration [100] [28]

OPSEC N/A N/A N/A
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Group Tactic Resource Technique References

TURLA
Initial access

Web server Compromise [102] [103] [104] [105]
Domain Registration [108] [109]

Routing infrastructure Compromise [106]
VPS Purchase [107]

Persistence

Web server Compromise [30] [110] [111] [112]
[113] [102] [118] [105]
[119] [120] [121] [122]

Domain Registration [123]
VPS Purchase [123]
VPS Hijacking [115] [116] [117]

Public services Registration [114]
Satellite links Compromise [32]

Public services Abuse [118] [105]
OPSEC N/A N/A N/A

Sandworm
Initial access

Domain Registration [124] [125] [126]
Web server Compromise [127] [126] [128] [129]

VPS Purchase [125]
E–mail Registration [124] [125]

Identities Registration [124]

Persistence
Botnets Compromise [130]

Public services Abuse [131] [132]
E–mail Registration [132]

OPSEC
VPN Abuse [125]
TOR Abuse [128]

APT28

Initial access

Domain Registration [133] [39] [136] [137]
Web server Compromise [41]

E–mail Compromise [133] [134]
Public services Registration [133] [138]

Physical elements Purchase [148] [149]
VPS Purchase [134]

Persistence

Botnet Compromise [139] [140]
Domain Registration [137] [136] [141]-

[147]
VPS Renting [141] [137] [142] [143]

[144] [145] [146] [136]
Public services Abuse [142] [138]

OPSEC
Botnet Compromise [139] [140]
VPN Abuse [135] [134]
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Group Tactic Resource Technique References

TEMP.Veles
Initial access N/A N/A N/A

Persistence
VPS Purchase [150]

Domain Registration [150]
Domain Compromise [151]

OPSEC N/A N/A N/A

Cloud Atlas Initial access
E–mail Registration [48]

Domains Registration [152] [153] [154] [155]
[156]

VPS Purchase [152] [153] [154] [155]
[156]

Persistence
Domains Registration [152] [153] [154] [155]

[156] [157] [158] [159]
VPS Purchase [152] [153] [154] [155]

[156] [157]

OPSEC
VPS Purchase [157]

Routers Compromise [159]

Saint Bear Initial access
Domains Registration [160] [161] [165] [163]

[166]
Public services Abuse [161] [162] [163] [164]

Digital certificates Stealing [160]

Persistence
Domains Registration [160] [163] [167]

VPS Purchase [165] [168] [166]
OPSEC N/A N/A N/A
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